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0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider operators of the form 
A”(tY *‘) = 5jA(h-j),(t* X, D,)(t a/at)’ U(f, X) 
0 
(0.1.) 
where the Afh-j,m are linear differential operators of order (h - j)m 
(m, h E N) with smooth coefficients in some open cylinder f--T, T) X 
QCR”” and A, = 1. We assume that for all (t,x) E (-T, T) X 8, 
c E R”\(O}, the polynomial 
Ca -i (h-j)mCt2 x9 8 A' 
0‘ 
has 12 + (resp. h-) roots with Re 1 > 0 (resp. Re L < 0), h, + h- = h, where 
a (h-j)m is the principal symbol of L4Ch-j,m. Such operators are not 
hypoelliptic near t = 0 (see Bolley et al. [3] and the construction in 
Baouendi-Sjostrand [2]). 
We construct left and right parametrices for .4 leading to the following 
main results: 
THEOREM. (a) Given I> 0 and so E Q, there exists a neighbourhood 
c-4 6) x u of (0, x0) such that for every f E C”((--T, T) x ~2) there is a 
u E C’((-T, T) X 0) for which Au = f in (-6,s) x U. 
(b) rf II+ = 0, A is locally solvable rtear t = 0 in C”. 
(c) The operator A is partially hypoelliptic in the following sense: $ 
u E Cm((-T, T); CT’(Q)) and if for some open set (46) X 04 
Au E Cm((-8, 6) x co), then u E C=((-8, S) x w). 
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Part (c) was already proved in [3] using weighted a priori estimates. In 
[7], the authors obtained in particular local solvability results of types (a) 
and (b) for the operators t a/at + A,(& x, 0,) using Mellin transform 
techniques. 
Operators like (0.1) have been called totally characteristic by Melrose 
[S, 91, who developed a symbol calculus to study boundary value problems 
for t > 0. 
The parametrices we construct are motivated by the work of Hanges 
[4,5], who constructed parametrices for singular hyperbolic operators of the 
form t a/at + B(x, D,), where B is a pseudodifferential operator (p.d.0.) of 
order 0. 
For operators (0.1) of the form A = t a/at + A,(x, 0,) it is natural to seek 
a solution of Au = f in the form 
u(t, x) = I ’ (t/s)-Am(x3Dx)f(s, x) ds/s, 




i +Oc (t/s)“~(XvD~)f(s, x) ds/s, 
if Re a, < 0. 
t 
To give a precise meaning to (0.3) we will construct a class of operators 
k(t/s, x, D,) which has all the essential properties of the kernels in (0.3). It is 
worth noting the difference between the solvability results (a) and (b). Well- 
known examples, e.g., cf. Alinhac-Baouendi [ 11, show that when a is a 
compact manifold without boundary global solvability in C”((-7’, T) X LJ) 
is false if h, > 0. For related results see the bibliography of [7]. We follows 
the notation of Hormander [6]. 
1. HARDY OPERATORS 
We fix a positive integer m. Given an open subset Xc RN we define a 
class of symbols k@, x, a), p E (0, 11, x E X, r E R”. 
DEFINITION 1. For j real, L > 0, let Sj,“(X) denote the set of all 
functions k@, x, r) E C=((O, l] xXx R”) such that: for all non-negative 
integers r, M, multi-indices a, /3. for each compact Kc X, and for 0 < E < L, 
sup FE[(l + l~I~)logp]~” @+W’a~3@@,x, vl)l 
(1 + lyll)j+mr-lbl < al. (1.1) O<P<l 
Let SpmJ(X) denote nj Sj,“(X). 
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The definition of S,“(X) is motivated by the following example. Let 
a,&, q) be a smooth function positively homogeneous of degree m in q and 
suppose that Re a,(~, q) > 0. Then given L > 0, there is a symbol a(~, q) E 
S’“(XxR”) such that a-oa,ES”(XXR”) and Rea(x,q)>L on 
Xx R”. Then k@, x, q) =pacxyv) E S”,“(X). 
We note that Sj.“(X) is a Frechet space with the topology induced by the 
seminorms (1.1). If k@, x, q) E S.“(X) and q(x, ~1) E S’(X) then (log p)” 
@ a/@)’ azat(qk) E Sj+‘+m(r~rr~)-i~l.L(X). Using these facts and standard 
methods, one can prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let k, E Sip”*L(X), v = 0, l,...; then there is a s~~~bol 
k c Sj,“(X) such that for every N, k - 5,. k, E Sj-.\-- ‘*‘*(X). 
0 
(We abbreviate this by k - x k,,.) 
LEMMA 2. Let XC R” and B(x, D,) E L’(X) be a properly supported 
p.d.o. with symbol b(x, r). Then if k E Sj*“(X), 
c@, x, q) = e -ixqB[e’.qk@, .? q)] E S.i+‘,L(X) 
with asymptotic expansion 
c@, x, ry) - 2 l/a! 0; D; b(x, 11) 8% kCp, x, q). 
a 
We shall also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let a(x, ‘I) E S”‘(X x R”) be a symbol satisjjjing 
Re a(x, rl) > L on X x Rn. For k E $5’(X) let 
H, k@, x, ye) = 1’ @/o)~(~.~) k(o, x. r/) do/a. 
d P 
Then H, k E Sjp”,L (X). 
ProoJ Since @ alap) H, k = -k + aH, k, it is enough to estimate the 
seminorms (1.1) of H, k with r = 0. We have that aza:H, k is a sum of 
integrals of the type 
for suitable kj+nll-,o, E Sj+m’-‘B’3L(X). Noting that for all 6 > 0, 
pdu(a log p)’ is bounded on (0, I] x X x R”, we are reduced to showing that 
for ?c E K, 0 < F < L, 
p-“(a log p)“’ 1’ (plc)” kj(c, 4 II) do/a 
‘0 
(1.2) 
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is 0((1 + (~ly’-~) for kj E Sj*“(X). Since a > L we assume E = 0. The part of 
the integral (1.2) where 1 log p/log c/ < 20 is estimated by 
In the region where (log p/log cl > 20 we use that (a log p)” @/o)~‘* = 0( 1) 
so that this part of (1.2) is 
0 ((1 +l’Il)‘jlm~-~~*-~do)=o((l +I#“). Q.E.D. 
We consider the case where X is a cylinder Q, = (-T, T) x Q, i2 c R”. 
For symbols k@, t, x, n) E Sj,“(G,) we introduce operators which are of 
Hardy type in the time variable. 
DEFINITION 2. By Yj,L(J2,) we denote the operators of the form 
i(x-y’vk(p, t, x, q) f @t, y) dp dy &,I (1.3). 
with f E C,“(.f2,) and kE Sj9”(12,) (&= (2r)-” dq). By L?jqL(L2,) we 
denote the operators of the form 
@(f, x) = jjy t? i(x--y).rlk( l/p, t, x, ry)f@t, y) dp/p dt & (1.4) 
withfE C,a)(f2,) and k E Sj,“(QT). 
The integrals (1.4) and (1.5) should be interpreted as oscillatory 
integrals [6]. 
To study continuity of the above operators we introduce the following 
weighted Sobolev spaces. 
DEFINITION 3. For I a non-negative integer, a, s real we denote by 
B&,>(a,) the set of distributions f E 8’(fln,) for which 
llfll sor I,a,s = i )I t’(d’/dt’)f; L*(-T, T; H”(.n))~l < co. (1.5) 
IV~;~~‘(J2,) denotes the distributions f E g’(G,) such that I(XfJll,a,s < co for 
all x E CF(a,). 
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LEMMA 4. (a) Let KE Yj.L(J?,). Then if a < l/Z, K: W&$(QT) + 
Wf;~‘s-i(.QT) is continuous; moreover for every x E CT@,) there is a 
constant C = C(l, s, x, k) surh that 
IIXWr,a,s-j G c IV - al-’ Ilfll,.o.s. 
(b) Let I? E 5?‘j,“(f2,). Then if I- a < L + l/2, I?: W:{$JQ,)-, 
W;g7”-j(J2,) in continuous. 
Proof. In both case we may assume j = 0 and that the symbol 
k@, t, x, 11) has compact support in (t, x). 
To prove (a), note that ta(a/at)r Kf is a sum of integrals of the form 
where fi = t”(a/&)‘J; 0 ,< I< r, and XE S”.L. Appiying the HS bound for the 
p.d.o. K@, t, x, 0,) depending on the parameters p3 t and using Minkowski’s. 
inequality we obtain 
Since a < l/2. Hardy’s inequality yields 
/I g; L’(-T, T; W)jl < C I l/2 + I- aI-’ IIf,; L’(.-T, T: H”)Ji. 
To prove (b), note that ta(8/at)l’ @is a sum of integrals of the form 
with f, and X as before. Choose 6,O < 6 < l/2, such that I- cp - 6 ( L. Then 
we obtain 
Again by Hardy’s inequality we obtain the result. Q.E.D. 
Using the fact that operators in P-a<’ and L?~*’ have smooth kernels 
in the space variables (but not in time !) we can prove the following result. 
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LEMMA 5. Let Q’ @ Q andfix x E CF(J2,). Let k E S-m~L(s2,). Then 
(a) If a < l/2, then for all s, s’, 1 there is a constant C = 
C(a, s, s’, 6 x, k) such that (I~Kfll~,~,~~ < C IQ I I” lIfllj,a,s for em-y 
f E wg;yl2;>. 
(b) rf I- a < L + l/2, then for all s, s’ there is a consttant C = 
C(z, s, s’, 6 x, k) such IIXXT II I.a,S G c /PI”’ IlfllLa,s for every 
f E wg;-$2;). 
We remark that transposing an operator K E 9jgL(flR,) gives an operator 
of the following type: 
X*f(t, X) = jjlm e i(x-Y)qW/p, pt, Y, -r)f @t, v> 4/p & 4 (1.6) 
where k@, t, X, q) is the symbol of K. In the same manner transposing z 
leads to 
K*f(t, x) = i‘f’ eics-“)“k@, pt, y, -q)f(pt, y) dp dy &. (1.7) 
-0 
Lemmas 4 and 5 can be extended to give estimates for operators of the forms 
(1.6) and (1.7). 
In what follows we shall use vector-valued symbols (and corresponding 
operators) k@, t, x, q) = (k,l),,l, ,,.,.,, \, E Sj,L(Or; C”). The important fact is 
that if a(t, x, q) is a matrix-valued symbol in Sm(Q, x R”; C”) such that 
Re a(t, x, q) > L on QT x R”, the symbol p*(““~V) = exp[a(t, s, 17) log p] E 
s”,L(Qn,; C”). 
This can be verified using the representation 
P ‘(‘A*~) = (2zi)-’ $r,, 5 tli p3[@- a(t, x, q)] -’ d[ 
1 . 
where T(r, x, r,r) is a contour in the right half plane Re < > 0 enclosing the 
spectrum of a(t, x, y). 
The classes Sj.L(Q,; C”) can be patched together to obtain symbols 
SjqL(M, ; C‘“), where M is compact C” manifold without boundary and 
M, = (-T, T) x M. The preceding results can be extended to this more 
general situation. 
2. PARAMETRICES 
We consider the operator (O.l), supposing that the coefficients have been 
modified so that A is defined on a cylinder M, = (-T, T) X M, where M is a 
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compact C” manifold without boundary. The equation Au =Sis reduced to 
an equivalent system of p.d.o.‘s in a standard way. Precisely, let A be a fixed 
invertible classical p.d.o. in L’(M) with principal symbol i<i. Forj = l,.... h, 
define 1~. = Ammhhj)(f a/at)--’ u; then Au = f is equivalent to the system 
J 
(2.1) t d/dt u = &‘(t, x, D,)u + f 
where u = (u, ,..., uh), f = (O,..., f) and 
0 ‘4m .~. 0 
i. . 
. . . 0 
0 0 .‘. A” 
.d; Ldz -** -4, 
.ol’(t, x, D,) = 
with 
~6 = -A,h-j+ ,),,,(t, x, 0,) A -“‘+j’. j = l,..., fi. 0.3) 
The eigenvalues ,I of the principal symbol a(t, x, c) E S”‘(M, ; Cb) of .~ti’ are 
precisely the roots of the polynomial (0.2). To construct parametrices for the 
operator t d/dt - d(t) it is convenient to treat separately the cases h, = 0 
and h- = 0. 
(a) The Forward Parabolic Case 
We now fix attention on a system 
t d/dt u + B(t, x, D,)u = f (2.4) 
where B(t) is a smooth one-parameter family of classical p.d.o. of order m 
on M with symbol 
b(t, x, 5) - b,(t, x, <) + b,- ,(t, x. 0 f . . . ~ 
We assume that for all (t, x, 0 E (--I”, 7) x T*n;r\O the eigenvalues of 
b,(t, x, <) have positive real part. Using a result of M. Taylor [ 10, p. 881 we 
can find a classical symbol P(t, x, l) E S’(M,; Ch) such that (i) P(t, x, D,) 
are self-adjoint positive operators on M, and (ii) The real part of the prin- 
cipal symbol of B(t) P(t) is positive. Putting zl= P(t)u in (2.4) and using the 
fact that P(t) ~ ’ is a smooth one-parameter family of p.d.o. of order 0 on M 
we can suppose from the beginning that the real part of b, is positive. 
PROPOSITION 1. For every L > 0, 
(a) There exist operators K E Y’“.L(MT; C”), R E k”-“yL(A4y: C’) 
such that (t d/dt + B(t)) o K = I + R. 
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(b) There exist operators K E Fo3L(M,; C”), R E J?‘-~,~(M~; C”) 
such chat K* o (t d/dt + B(t)) = I + R *. 
ProoJ (a) We seek a right parametrix in the form (1.3) with a symbol 
k@, t, x, 0 E S”,L(MT ; C”) to be determined. Note that 
t a/at Kf (t, X) = 1 ei(“-s)fk(l, t, x, l)f(t, v) dy& 
+ K”‘f(t, x) + K”‘f(t, x) (2.5) 
where K”’ has symbol tak/8t @, t, x, c) and K”’ has symbol -8/3p 
@k@, t, x, <)). Letting B act on K, and using Lemma 2, we obtain 
BKf (t, X) = lo1 j ei(J-y’5c@, t, X, r) f @t, U) dp dy & (2.6) 
with c E S”,L(MT.; Ch). T o obtain that (t d/dt + B(t)) K = I (mod a 9-“) 
we look for a symbol k such that 
-WMpk@, t, x, ~3) + t W Up, t, x, 5) + c@, t, x, 0 
= clqp, t, x, C) E S-“qL(MT; C”) (2.7) 
k(l,t,x,<)-&=O, V(t, x, <) E M, x R”. 
We modify the principal symbol of B near <= 0 to obtain a symbol 
b,(t, x, <) E Sm(MT x R”; C”) such that Re b,(t, X, {) > L for all t, x, <. We 
look for a k with an asymptotic expansion k - z k-j, k-j E S-j3L(MT; C”). 




To implement (2.7) we write @ - cj QmPj and impose the conditions 
@,-j=O Vj and k,(l, t,x,()=I,,, kpj(l, t,x, <)=O for j> 1. The first 
transport equation is 
p ak,/ap - b, k, = 0 
k&z, =& 
(2.8) 
which has the solution k,@, t, x, r) = pb~~(f3xql) E S”*L. Suppose that for v = 
0, l,..., j - 1, k-, E S-“.L have been determined so that Qrnmo = 0 and 
k-,1,=, =&,Jc~; then the jti transport equation can be written as 




where Fmpj is a known symbol in S”-j,L. The solution to (2.9) is given by 
Lemma 3 yields k-, E S-j.‘. Once we have the series XI. k-,. we use 
Lemma 2 to find a symbol k E SoYL(M,; C”) with k - C km,. and 
kl, =, = ICh. To prove (b) we try with an operator K* as in (1.7). The proof 
proceeds as in (a) and we leave the details to the reader. QED. 
(b) The Backboard Parabolic Case 
We now consider a system 
t d/dt u - B(t, x, D,)u = f (2.10) 
with B(t) E L”(M,; C”) satisfying the same assumptions as in case (a). To 
construct parametrices for (2.10) we observe that the formal transpose of 
t 2/at - B(t, x, 0,) is -(t a/at + ‘B(t, x, 0,) + l), where tB denotes the 
transpose of B. The following result is a trivial consequence of Proposition i 
and formulas (1.6). (1.7). 
PROPOSITION 2. For every L > 0, 
(a) There exist operators r? E g”‘L(MT; C”). R E 5?Oc.L(ill,; Ch) 
such that (t d/dt - B(t)) 0 I? = I + l?. 
(b) There exist operators f E $oqL(M,; C”), E E $mm,L(MT.; Ch) 
such that I?* 0 (t d/dt - B(t)) = I + R*. 
(c) The General Case 
We now fix attention to a system 
t d/dt u + B(t, x, D,) u = j- (2.11) 
where B(t) is a smooth one-parameter family of classical p.d.o. of order wr 
on A& B(t) E L”(M,; C”), with symbol W, x, 5) - b,,(t, x, 4l + 
. . . . We assume that there exist two positive integers h + and 
with h, + h- = h such that for all (t, x, r) E (-T, T) X T*M\O the 
m&ix b,, has h, (resp. h_) eigenvalues A with Re A > 0 (resp. Re A < 0). To 
construct left and right parametrices for Eq. (2.11) we shall use a decoupling 
argument of M. Taylor [Ill. Shrinking (-T, T) if necessary, we can find a 
classical symbol P(t, x, r) E S’(M,; C”) such that (i) P(t) = P(t. x, 0,) is 
invertible in M for all t, and (ii) The principal symbol of P(t)-’ B(t) P(t) is 
in diagonal block form: 
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b,t(G x, 5) ) 0 
i-------l------- 1 
(2.12) 
0 I b,(t, x, j) 
where b; E Sm(MT.; C”+) and Re bi(t, x, <) 5 0. 
To prove (i) and (ii) define for I<1 = 1 the matrices n,(t, x, t;) = (277i)-’ 
I r,(t,x.t) IF Mt, -‘i, t>l-’ & w h ere r+ (resp. K) is a contour in the half 
plane Re c > 0 (resp. Re 5 < 0) enclosing the spectrum of b,. Extending rc, 
as positively homogeneous functions of degree 0 in { we can easily construct 
an invertible smooth matrix pO(t, x, 0 such that p; ‘b,po has the form 
(2.12). We can thus construct an operator P(t, x, D,), with principal symbol 
p,,, satisfying (i) and (ii). 
Putting P(t) u = ~1 in (2.11) we may suppose from the beginning that b,,, 
has the form (2.12) with Re b:(t, x, 5) $ 0 for (t, X, <) E (-T, r) X T”M\O. 
Once we have decoupled the system (2.11) at the principal symbol level we 
apply the decoupling argument alluded to above. 
LEMMA 6. Shrinking eventually (-T, T), we can jirzd a classical symbol 
R(t, x, c) E S-‘(M,; C”) such that: 
(i) I + R(t) is invertible for all t. 
(ii) t(I+ R(t))-’ (d/dtR)(t) + (I+ R(t))-’ B(t)(I+ R(t)) has the 
form 
B+k&D,) / 0 
--- --__-,-__--em_ +R(t,x,D,) 
! 
(2.13) 
0 ; B - 0, x, 0,) 
where B, E Lln(M7; Ch+) with principal symbol b: and R(t) E 
L-yMr; C”). 
Proof. Let R (” = L(O) = 0 and assume that operators R’j-l’(t), 
L(j-“(t) E L-‘(M,; C”) have been found such that: (a) (I- L(j-‘j(f)) 
(I+ R(j-1)(,)) = I mod L-j(M,; Ch); (b) (I- L’j-‘j(t)) t(d/dtR’j-‘j)(t) + 
(I-L’j-‘j(t)) B(t)(I+ R”-“(t)) = D,(t) + ... + D,-(j-,,(t) mod 
L”-j(M,; C”), where the D,-!(t) E Lm-‘(MT; Ch) are in diagonal block 
form 
D;-, ; 0 
D m-1= (-----I----- 0 1 D,-, 
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Using the argument of [ 1 l] we may find an operator 
i 
0 ; R’L,j(tj 
Rwj(tj= ------I-- --__ 
R:;(t) , 0 i 
with R’!‘, R’$ E L-j such that defining I + R’j’ = (I + R’j-“)(I CR-~) 
and I - L’j) = (I- Rmj)(I- L’,‘-“) we have that relations (a) and (b) 
are satisfied with j- 1 replaced by j. Noting that there are well-defined 
symbols rJt, x, <) E S-‘(&I,; C”), I= 1, 2 . . . . . such that I + R’j’ = 
I + C{=, r-,(t, x, 0,) for every j, we define R(t, x, 0,) - Cla, r-,(t, x, D,). 
Since I + R(0, x, D,) is elliptic of index 0 on M we can assume, by adding a 
smoothing operator, that I + R(0, x, D,) is invertible and therefore that 
I + R(t) is invertible for small t. QED. 
As a consequence of Lemma 6, putting u = (I + R(t)) u in (2.1 l), we may 
assume that we have a system 
where 
.Yu = t d/dt u + B(t, x, D,r)u + 9(t, x, D,)u = f 
B= (-;-~--g). 
(2.14) 
B * E Lm(Mr ; Ch*) with principal symbol b,i satisfying Re bi >< 0, and 
9((t) E L-“(MT; C”). From Propositions 1 and 2 we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3. For every L > 0, 
(a) There exist operators K, E Y”*L(My; Ch,), I?;_ E p”.L(MT.; C”-j 
such that 
rvhere R,,, RZ, E Y-X,L and R-,?, R”,, E S?i;--x.l.~ -_ 
(b) There exist operators H, E P”,L(MT~ Ch+), fiP E 2?~L(Mz.: C’!) 
such that 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We have already modified the original operator A in (0.1) to be defined on 
a cylinder M, = (-7’, 7’) x M over a compact manifold M and reduced the 
equation Au = f to the equivalent system 9% = (t d/&u - XZU) = f (cf. 
(2.1), (2.2)). To prove part (a) of the Theorem we suppose without loss of 
generality that the system has the form (2.14). It will be sufficient to show 
that for every 12 0 and for every x,, EM there exists a neighbourhood 
(46) x u of (0, X) such that for every f E CF(MT; C”) there is a 
u E I+$$@,; Ch) (see Definition 3) such that 9% = f on (-6, S) x U. 
Taking L > max(O, 2 - l/2) and applying Proposition 3(a), we can find a 
right parametrix X of 9 such that 9 0 .Z’= I + 9, where the entries in 9 
are operators in YprnqL or in gprngL, while the entries in Z are in YoqL or 
in g”,L. By Lemma 4 X maps I?‘,,,, ‘ ‘ ’ (MT; C”) into W$,o,“(M,; C”), so that 
it will be sufficient to solve the system (1+ 9) g = f with g E IV>:,& and 
fEC?. From Lemma 5 it follows that we can find a scalar function 
1 E CF(M,), x = 1 in a neighbourhood of (0, x,), such that ]]~9xf]]~.~,~ < 
l/2 Iltillr,o,o* Consequently the function g= ~j(-l)j&Vy’ f E 
W$‘&(M,; C”) and satisfies (If xY> g =J By Lem”ma 4 we obtain that 
g E w~&$w,; Ch) f or every s. In conclusion 9Xg = f where x = 1. 
To prove part (b) we can suppose that the system 9 has the form (2.4). 
From Proposition 1 we have an operator KE JY”~(M~; C”) such that 
9 o K-I= R E Y--C13.L(A4T; C”). Denoting by C&(M,; C”) the subspace 
of all f E Coo(Mr; Ch) satisfying (t a/i?t)if ItzO = 0, j = 0, l,..., we observe 
that K and R map C&(M,; Ch) into itself. Moreover, since 
nl,a w:;aw,; Ch> = Cn”at(Mr; C”), f rom Lemma 4(a) it follows that we 
can topologize C,“,, with a sequence of norms ]] . ]lj such that IlRf Ilj < 
l/2 I/f ]lj for every j and f E CFa,. Consequently, for every f E C~;,(M,; Ch) 
there exists a unique L.’ E C&(M,; C”) for which 9% = f on M,. To prove 
local solvability in C” near a givenpoint (0, x0) it is enough to show that for 
every f E Cco(M,; C”) there exists a u E CCO(MT; Ch) such that .9’“u -f E 
C&((-T, T) x u; Ch) f or some neighborhood (--T, r) x U of (0, x0). Since 
B(0, x, D,) is an elliptic system on M having index 0 and the spectrum of 
B(0, x, 0,) contains at most a finite number of integers < 0, the construction 
of u such that 9% -f is flat in a neighborhood of (0, x0) can be done as in 
[7, Theorem 6.11. 
To prove (c) it will be enough to show that for a system 9 of the form 
(2.14) if u E Cr((--T, T); g’(M); C”) and .Pu E C,“(M,; C”) then 
z.4 E Wrhq;‘&M,; C”) for every E > 0. 
Taking L > max(O, I - l/2), the result follows by applying the left 
parametrix of 9 given in Proposition 3 and using Lemmas 4 and 5. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. Since the operator A in (0.1) is microlocally hypoelliptic for 
t # 0 it can be verified that 
f+Wu)\~(Au) ={(t, x;r,T)ET*((--T,T)XR)It=o, r=o, TfOj, 
for every distribution U. 
Arguing as in Hanges [4] one can calculate the WF of the kernels of the 
various parametrices constructed but this is of no help in proving partial 
hypoellipticity. 
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